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Introduction

It is often said that Aboriginal Australians possibly prossess the oldest continuous culture in the
world and are believed to be among the earliest human migrations out of Africa (Nagle et al.,
2016). Although the exact time of their settlement to Sahul, a single landmass constituting
of Australia and New Guinea until separated by rising sea level around 9 thousand years ago
(kya) (Lewis et al., 2013), remains controversial, various archaeological evidences indicate that
the presence of Aboriginal Australians in Sahul can be dated back to 50kya (Roberts et al.,
1990; O’Connell and Allen, 2015), providing a lower bound for their arrival time. It is subsequently known that Aboriginal Australians have endured several major environmental changes
in Australia, including continental-scale aridification and cooling of Australia during the Last
Glacial Maximum (21 ± 3kya), warming in the early Holocene (9 − 6kya), and intensification
of the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (4 − 2kya) (Reeves et al., 2013; Fitzsimmons et al., 2013).

While an accurate reconstruction of Aborginal history can significantly contribute to the
understanding of human evolution, and particularly shed light on human migration routes out
of Africa, many aspects of Aborignal history stay in ambiguity, including the initial settlement
time, the migration pattern within Australia and the effects of major environmental changes,
resulting in obstacles for further analysis. This is largely due to the effects of European colonisation, especially past government policies of enforced population relocation and child removal.
Aboriginal Australians form clan groups and have a strong attachment to their territory, known
as ‘country’ (ACME, 2015). However, the colonisation policies have disrupted such connections,
making it diffcult to trace the original location of Aboriginal Australians or conduct detailed
investigation on Aboriginal history.

However, an important paper titled ‘Aboriginal mitogenomes reveal 50, 000 years of regionalism in Australia’ with unique data was published in Nature last year. Tobler et al. (2017) is
mainly based on data collected by the Board for Anthropological Research (BAR) between the
1920s and 1970s with detailed ethnographic and genetic information less affected by European
colonisation. In the paper, the authors made four major claims regarding settlement, communication, migration pattern and population size:
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(1) The initial settlement time of Sahul is about 50kya;
(2) There was strong regionalism existing among Aboriginal Australians ever since they diverged around 50kya;
(3) The founding population arrived in northern Australia and migrated around Australia in a
rapid movement in two separated routes along coasts;
(4) There were no bottlenecks or large-scale movement but a population expansion around
7kya, responsible for a cultural development.

Considering the importance of the issue, the rareness of the data and weight of claims in
Tobler et al. (2017), a careful re-evaluation of the available data and a detailed analysis of the
claims should be conducted, which is the primary aim of this project.
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Aim

In this project, we aim to explore the history of Aboriginal Australians in depth from the available data provided by Tobler et al. (2017) in the following three ways:
(1) Understand and explain Tobler et al. (2017), including the background information, analysis
methods, results and construction of arguments;
(2) Provide a qualitative evaluation on Tobler et al. (2017) to highlight the potential gaps in
the arguments;
(3) Provide a quantitative evalutaion on Tobler et al. (2017), based on the method in the paper
and other statistical ideas. Namely, we will repeat the analysis for the phylogenetic tree as
instructed by the paper and provide a different test for the declared phylogeographic pattern.
Although in this mathematical project, we will not examine and question the biological part
of the analysis, such as the details involving genome extraction and alignment as well as justification of parameter choices for phylogeny analysis, it should be noted that these factors may
also lead to large variation in the outcomes.
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Understand the key claims in Tobler et al. (2017)

In order to support the claims, two analysis were performed by Tobler, namely construction
of the phylogenetic tree and a correlation test between the geographic distribution and genetic difference. In this section, we first explain the data and methods as well as background
information and then provide a summary of Tobler et al. (2017).

3.1
3.1.1

Explanation on Background Information and Methods
Background Information

Genetics
The analysis of Tobler et al. (2017) are based on mitochondrial DNA. Here we provide a simple
overview on the genetic background required for this project.
mtDNA(mitochondrial DNA) Mitochondria are structures within cells that convert the
energy from food into a form (ATP) that cells can use. mtDNA is the DNA located in mitochondria. Human mitochondrial DNA was the first significant part of the human genome to be
sequenced and for humans it is solely inherited from the mother.
SNP(single nucleotide polymorphisms) A variation in a single nucleotide that occurs at
a specific position in the genome. For an illustration see Fig. 1
Haplotype Haplotype is a combination of markers at multiple locations on a single chromosome inherited from a single parent. If two individuals have matching markers on all the tested
sites, they are said to share the haplotype. More details about the method of identifying identical haplotypes in Tobler et al. (2017) can be found in the Data section.
mtDNA haplogroup Haplogroup is a group of similar haplotypes that share a common ancestor with a SNP mutation and can be used to represent the major branch points on the
mitochondrial phylogenetic tree. They are defined by letters A to Z, in the order of their
discovery. Alternatively, we can imagine a haplotype as an element, mapping to a particular
haplogroup set. The mapping is defined by a particular SNP mutation. In an evolution study,
if a haplogroup only occurs at certain geographic regions, it is very likely that such haplogroup
is diverged after the population has moved to this region and remain separated genetically,
since otherwise the haplogroups should also be mixed and appear in other regions.
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Phylogenetic analysis
Tobler et al. (2017) uses BEAST software to generate a phylogenetic tree. In this section we
provide the theory of this analysis.
Phylogenetic tree a branching diagram showing the inferred evolutionary relationships among
various genomes. An example of a phylogenetic tree can be found in Figure 9. The tips refer
to different haplotypes and each node represents an event that separates two haplotypes and
thus is the common ancestor of all tips covered underneath. The node height is measured in
time, revealing the occurrence time of such event.
BEAST a software to conduct Bayesian phylogenetic analysis. Estimation of posteriors are
based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. Since the calculation of posterior
involving checking the genomes site by site, DNA alignment is extremely important for BEAST
to produce meaningful result. A platform BEAUti can be used to specify prior and parameter
choices for the data while a platform TreeAnnotator is used to select the optimal trees among
the generated results.
Bayesian analysis Bayesian analysis uses some given data and prior knowledge about the
parameters to estimate the posterior distribution of unknown parameters. It is based on Bayes’
Theorem:
P (H|D) =

P (D|H)∗P (H)
,
P (D)

where D represents data and H represents a hypothesis. P (H) is called

the prior distribution, P (D|H) is called the likelihood, P (D) is a normalising constant to make
the resultant posterior P (H|D) satisfy the probability constraints. In the context of BEAST
and phylogenetic tree analysis, the Bayes’ formula can be interpreted as Figure 2.
MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) algorithm It is difficult to compute the denominator since too many possible evolutionary trees can be constructed to result in the same
haplotype data. Therefore MCMC algorithm is used to calculate the posterior without the
scaling constant. The algorithm works by firstly generating a tree and calculate the unscaled
posterior (the numerator term) P1 based on variables such as tree branching length and topology. Then it makes a small variation on the variables, such as changing a particular branching
length or branching pattern and calculate the unscaled posterior P2 . Since the denominator is
a normalising factor, the proportion of the unscaled posteriors is the same as the scaled ones.
If P2 ≥ P1 , we accept the new tree with its parameter values of tree topology and branching
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information, otherwise we accept the new tree with probability

P2
.
P1

Therefore the proportion

of time spent at a particular model is proportional to its posterior values. As it will take some
time for the algorithm to converge to a stationary distribution, it is common to discard some
early trials. The trials that are discarded are known as the burnin states. The number of burnin
steps can be set in the TreeAnnotator. An illustration of the MCMC algorithm can be seen in
Figure 3. In addition, the Effective Sample Size (ESS), the number of effectively independent
draws from the posterior distribution that the Markov chain is equivalent to, can be used to
determine the sufficiency of sampling for a parameter. Generally, sampling is insufficient when
ESS is lower than 200.
Prior and parameter choices in the phylogeny of Tobler et al. (2017) From Figure 2,
it is clear that different prior for site model, demographic model and molecular clock model
needs to be specified for BEAST. Here we give a brief description of the models and parameter
choices used in Tobler et al. (2017).
Site model, also known as the neucleutide substitution model, describes the probability of a
particular mutation for the genome data. There are many softwares that compare different site
models. Tobler et al. (2017) has chosen TN93+G6 model based on the BIC scores resulted
from ModelGenerator v0.85. TN93 is developed by Tamura-Nei(1993) and is one of the models
specifying the transition probability of mutation between 4 states = A, T, C, G, while G6 means
Gamma distribution is divided into 6 discrete categories of equal probability, which allows for
variation of substitution rate among sites by scaling the mutation rate by 6 different rates and
taking average of the outcomes. Together these two models give information about the probability of a particular nucleobase transition at a particular site.
Demographic model, sometimes is also known as the tree prior, since it will affect the tree
topology. Since the phylogentic analysis traces the common ancestors of genomes, it is often
relies on coalescence theory. To coalesce means to join. Coalescence theory models how gene
variants sampled from a population may have originated from a common ancestor based on a
series of assumptions, in particular a demographic model needs to be specified. The tree topology depends on the demographic model as exemplified by Figure 4. Intuitively it makes sense.
Imagine an extreme hypothetical case when we have 10 observed sequences and we know that
the last generation only has 1 individual in the entire population. Then all observed sequences
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in this generation must coalesce in the last generation. However, if there are more individuals
in the last generation, there will be different possible events resulting in each having a lower
probability. The tree topology will also be affected. In Tobler et al. (2017), the demographic
model is chosen to be GMRF (Gaussian Markov Random Field) skyride model to allow for a
more complex population history. Unlike the models in Figure 4, this model is non-parametric.
It predicts the population by assuming population size changes smoothly over time and placing
a smooth Gaussian process prior on the population sizes. Gaussian process can be viewed as
an alternative approach to regression problem with infinite many parameters based on the data
so that it fits the data more accurately. The smoothness can be specified by covariance matrix,
which ensures that close inputs will result in close outputs.
Molecular clock model describes the probability of the time taken for a mutation to occur.
Tobler et al. (2017) uses relaxed uncorrelated log-normal clock, meaning that the mutation
time, or the length for each branch, is independent with a probability taken from a log-normal
distribution, as shown in Figure 5. A log-normal distribution is a distribution X = exp Y where
Y is a normal distribution. In Tobler et al. (2017), two sets of parameters for the log-normal
distribution are chosen. One of them is from Fu et al. (2013), with a mean = 2.67 × 10−8 and
s.d. = 2.6 × 10−9 and the other is from Posth et al. (2016), with a mean = 2.74 × 10−8 and
s.d. = 2 × 10−9 .
Phylogeographic analysis
The phylogenetic information is combined with the geographical data to test for any relationship between gene and location. In this section we explain the statistical tests involved for
phylogeographical analysis.
PCA (Principal component analysis) Variation is an important feature of the data. Imagine a group of data forming a vertical line in a 2D plane is viewed from below, it will simply
become a dot, revealing little information about the data. By setting a new set of axes to data
based on eigenvectors, this method aids to identify the most variable dimension. The eigenvector with highest eigenvalue is the most rapidly changing direction of the data, thus along this
axis there is the most variation among data. In practice it should be noted that the eigenvector
conveys no physical interpretation and statistician should aim to give a valid explanation for
the clustering or variation.
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Figure 1: SNP is a variation in a single nucleotide that occurs at a specific position in the
genome. Graph from NEI Connection website (Christian Curtis, 2014).
MCA (Multiple correspondence analysis) This is basically the same thing as PCA except
it accepts categorical dimensions.
Statistical hypothesis testing and p value Consider a parameter θ whose value is unknown
but lies in a certain parameter space Ω. Let Ω0 and Ω1 be two mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive subsets of Ω. Let the null hypothesis H0 denote the hypothesis that θ ∈ Ω0
and the alternative test H1 denote the hypothesis that θ ∈ Ω1 . Hypothesis testing is the use of
statistics to determine whether to reject H0 . The p-value, the probability that a test statistic
at least as significant as the one observed from the data assuming that the null hypothesis were
true, will be calculated. When it is smaller than a previously chosen threshold value, we say
we reject the null hypothesis.
Spearman’s correlation coefficient Similar to Pearson’s correlation, this is a statistical measure of the strength of correlation between bivariate data. However it tests for monotonic rather
6·

P

d2

i
,
than linear relationship by calculating with the ranking of data. The formula is ρ = 1− n·(n2 −1)

where di = difference in paired ranks and n =number of cases.
Mantel test is a statistical test between two distance matrices of the same dimension. It is
often used in ecology to test for geographic and genetic correlation.

3.1.2

BAR samples

The history of BAR samples As mentioned in the introduction, the BAR samples refer
to the samples collected during anthropological expeditions by the Board for Anthropological
7

Figure 2: Bayes’ formula for BEAST analysis. The red circled terms represent the prior. The
image is taken from du Plessis and Magnus (2016).

Figure 3: An illustration of the MCMC algorithm, where the robot’s height represents the
posterior values, taken from du Plessis and Magnus (2016).
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Figure 4: Examples of coalescence theory with different demographic models. Ne denotes the
population size. The image is taken from http://beast.community/tree priors.
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Figure 5: Illustration of relaxed uncorrelated log-normal clock. The length distribution of
each branch (time taken for each mutation) is based on a log-normal distribution, taken from
http://beast.community/clocks.
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Research (BAR) between the 1920s and 1970s and have been stored in sealed paper envelopes
in restricted-access storage room in the South Australian Museum. In the analysis of Tobler
et al. (2017), a portion of the hair (20 − 190 mg) was removed from each envelope for each
sample. In total, 111 hair samples were used, and were obtained at the three following communities: Cherbourg, Queensland (23 samples), Point Pearce, South Australia (41 samples) and
Koonibba, South Australia (47 samples).
Haplotypes of BAR samples After filtered reads were obtained, they were aligned to Reconstructed Sapiens Reference Sequence (RSRS), a mitochondrial reference genome identified
by considering both a global sampling of modern human samples and samples from ancient
hominids which is able to show an unbiased path back from any one modern mtDNA sequence
to our distant common maternal ancestor (Behar et al., 2012), so that all indels relative to
the reference have been removed and the positions are concordant. The hypervariable regions
and nucleotide positions previously identified as being problematic on the phylotree website
(van Oven and Kayser (2009)) in the resulting sequences were then manually curated with all
ambiguous sites labelled as ‘N’. Then, identical haplotypes were identified in two ways. Firstly
those with genealogical information that demonstrated a shared common mateernal ancestor
were checked for similarity. In this case, all were found to be identical but two cases where
a single nucleotide differs and were treated as separate haplotypes. Secondly those without
known maternal descent identity were deemed identical if their sequences share all diagnostic
variants for a given haplogroup. In total, 54 unique mtDNA haplotypes were obtained, falling
into haplogroups S, O, M, P and R that cover all the major haplogroups previously described
for Australia (Hudjashov et al., 2007; Heupink et al., 2016; van Holst Pellekaan, 2013). These
are used in the phylogeny analysis that will be explained in the method section.

Geographic information of BAR samples The geographic origin of each sample is traced
as far back as possible along the ancestral maternal lineage based on the genealogical and
cultural metadata. 74 samples have been identified with reliable geographical information and
are used in the phylogeographic analysis.
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3.1.3

Method of Tobler et al.

Construction of phylogenetic tree 123 haplotypes were used in the BEAST software to
obtain the phylogenetic tree. The 123 haplotypes include 54 haplotypes identified from BAR
samples, 44 Australian haplotypes and 25 Melanesian haplotypes known from other resources
(see Table 1). Prior and parameters were selected as described in the background information.
Data Type

Number

Reference

BAR samples

54

Obtained from 111 BAR hair samples

Other Aboriginal Australian

39

Human Mitochondrial Genome Database:
http://www.mtdb.igp.uu.se/ (Ingman and
Gyllensten, 2006)

Other Aboriginal Australian

4

Four ancient mtDNA sequences from the first
Australians (Heupink et al., 2016)

Other Aboriginal Australian

1

Genomic sequence obtained from a 100-yearold lock of hair donated by an Aboriginal
man from southern Western Australia in the
early 20th century (Rasmussen et al., 2011)

Other Melanesian

25

Human Mitochondrial Genome Database:
http://www.mtdb.igp.uu.se/ (Ingman and
Gyllensten, 2006)

Table 1: Data resources for phylogenetic tree shown in Figure 6. 123 samples were used in
total.

Statistical test on phylogeography 76 haplotypes were used in two analyses, namely a
novel correlation based on Multiple Correspondence Analysis and a Mantel test. The 76 samples
were all the available Aboriginal Australian data with reliable geographic information, and
included 74 BAR samples and two other lineages from previous mtDNA studies (see Table 2).
The null hypothesis is that the population is perfectly mixed (pan-mixia). The correlation test
checks the Spearman correlation coefficient between the MCA coordinates of hyplotype data and
the geographic variables, i.e latitude and longitude, performed in the R statistical programming
12

language. Similarly the Mantel test calculates the Spearman correlation coefficient between a
genetic distance matrix defined by MCA coordinates and geographic distance matrix defined by
the Euclidean distance between locations. The Mantel test is performed by the vegan package
with a permutation of 105 to check the null hypothesis.
Data Type

Number

Reference

BAR samples

74

Obtained from 111 BAR hair samples

Other Aboriginal Australian

1

Obtained from paper, assuming the location
to be the collected site(Rasmussen et al.,
2011)

Other Aboriginal Australian

1

Obtained from paper, assuming the location
to be the collected site (Heupink et al., 2016)

Table 2: Data resources for phylogeographic analysis shown in Figure 7. 76 samples were used
in total. These data have detailed geographic information.

3.2

Summarise the results and arguments in Tobler et al. (2017)

The results are shown in Figures 6 and 7 and table 3. These results were taken from the
paper directly, where more details can be found. Notably for the phylogeny analysis, BEAST
terminates after 20, 000, 000 and it is claimed that the sampling is sufficient supported by
Effective Sample Sizes greater than 200.
The first aim of this project is to understand the paper. We have summarised the claims
and supporting evidence based on Tobler et al. (2017).
Claim 1: Colonization of Sahul is around 50kya
Evidence:
(1) From Fig. 6, TMRCA for the different Australian-only haplogroups form a narrow window
of time: 43-47kya (shown by the red nodes). Although the resultant TMRCA is a minimal
estimation due to limited samples, it can be used to estimate the settlement time. Tobler
et al. (2017) assumed that, as the common ancestors of Australian-only haplotypes must have
occurred after the separation between Melanesians and Aboriginal Australians and thus after
13

Figure 6: The result of Tobler et al. (2017) phylogenetic analysis. The tree was based on a
mutation rate with specified by Fu et al. (2013), while the TMRCA and 95% highest posterior
density intervals were shown for each red deep node, representing Aboriginal Australian only
clade, based on both rates mentioned in the method. The dark grey box represents the initial
colonisation of Australia based on archaelogical evidence, indicating 48 ± 1.3kya. The blue
nodes are added in our annotation, representing the basal splits between haplogroups O, S and
N13, P and R, M16 and M42. In Tobler et al. (2017), the time range of these splits was assumed
to be the upper bound of the settlement time.
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Figure 7: The result of phylogeographical analysis divided into each major haplogroup. Lineages
from samples in the current study (circles) are shown at the location of the oldest known
maternal ancestor recorded in genealogical and geographic data, generally before the effects of
European colonisation. The size of the symbols reflect the number of identical haplotypes. The
coloured circles and lines represent the discussed haplotypes with known locations, while the
empty circles are haplotypes not discussed in the subgraph. Yellow triangles are the previously
studied haplotypes without detailed geographic data histories and black branches are those
without any location associations.
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M (without
Haplogroup

O

S

M16)

P

Longitude

-0.6395

0.3351

0.642

0.7796

(0.0629)*

(0.0016)***

(0.0929)*

(0.0002)***

0.5010

0.5977

0.8560

0.8690

(0.0083)***

(0.0006)***

(0.0055)***

(4 × 10−6 )***

0.3352

0.2695

0.3272

0.4488

(0.0176)**

(0.0374)**

(0.0953)*

(3 × 10−6 )***

Latitude

Mantel test

Table 3: The the phylogeographical analysis of Tobler et al. (2017). The first two rows are
obtained from a Spearman correlation coefficient test based on MCA and the last row is the
result of Mantel test. The p-values shown in brackets are calculated based on the null hypothesis
that there is a perfectly mixed population.
the settlement of Sahul, the time indicated by the red nodes can be used as a lower bound
for the settlement time. With the assumption that the lineages that split into haplogroups
O, S and N13, P and R, M16 and M42 (shown by the blue nodes) are present in the initial
population colonising Sahul, an upper bound of arrival time is obtained.
(2) Early archaeological sites indicate occupancy in 48.8 ± 1.3kya, obtained by the author via
re-analysing a comprehensive suite of radiocarbon and optically stimulated luminescence ages.
Claim 2: Aboriginal Australians have exhibited strong regionalism since divergence: Aboriginal Australians did not show large-scale movements in history and likely lived in discrete
geographic areas for up to 50kya.
Evidence:
(1) Phylogeographic patterns in Fig. 7 (no O in eastern Australia, clear split between northeastern and Riverine/South Australia within two main Australian P clades, etc).
(2) Basal lineages are all found in northern Australia, which seems to mark the location of the
founding population.
(3) Deep divergences of haplogroups shown in Fig. 6.
(4) This isolated pattern is similar to the Sahul colonists divergence: Rapidly diverging into
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distinct New Guinean and Australian populations, the populations show limited signs of subsequent gene flow despite the connection between lands.
The above three results indicate that there was a major movement following colonization around
50kya that structured the populations.
To verify small sample sizes are not biasing, statistical tests are conducted (correlation test
based on MCA and Mantel test) resulting in small p-values.
Claim 3: Migration in two separate routes: initial population founded northern Australia,
and then travelled south along the east (haplogroups P, S, M42a) and west (haplogroups O, R)
coasts.
Evidence:
(1) It is proposal based on the above arguments (settlement and divergence time).
(2) There are proposed coastal colonization models in other studies (Bowdler, 1977; Bird et al.,
2016).
(3) Disjunction of O, S in central SA seems to suggest a meeting location.
(4) Limited genetic survey in TAS also shows no haplogroup O and R.
(5) Declares that there are apparent migratory corridor between northeastern and southern
Australia.
(6) Dating of sites across Australia indicates by 45kya, people have completed migration, eg. 4945 kya age range recently reported from Warratyi rock shelter, Flinders Ranges, South Australia
(Hamm et al., 2016) is close in age to the earliest sites reported from northern Australia.
(7) This is similar to patterns found in South America (Metcalf et al., 2016)
(8) Declares that the diversity and grouping of the mtDNA suggests no large-scale movement.
Also mentions that there were no bottlenecks during aridification and cooling period from
diversity of mitochondiral lineages and population size estimates in Fig. 6, linking to the next
claim.
Claim 4: There were no bottlenecks or large-scale movement of the population but a population expansion around 7kya, responsible for extensive cultural changes during Holocene.
Evidence:
(1) Rapid diversification within haplogroup O2 indicating population expansion around 7kya,
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shown in Fig. 6.
(2) The timing of expansion coincides with mid-Holocene climatic optimum and increasing accessibility.
(3) There are evident cultural changes during this time, including the establishment of Panaramittee rock art, spread of the Pama-Nyungan languages, adoption of complex and diversified technologies (Williams et al., 2015; Ulm, 2013).
(4) There are archaeological models suggesting rapid demographic growth during Holocene reduced mobility and resulted in greater investment in technology (Williams et al., 2015).

4
4.1

Evaluation of the arguments in Tobler et al. (2017)
Uncertainty with archaeological evidence

Archaeological evidence plays an important role in validating the claims of Tobler et al. (2017).
While Tobler seems to have taken them as solid facts, there are many issues requiring our
attention: firstly the settlement time in archaeological analysis has not yet reached consensus.
A paper in Nature last year argues radiocarbon dating is accurate for maximum dates around
40-45 kya, and shows settlement time can be dated back to 65kya through optically stimulated
luminescence dating technique (Clarkson et al., 2017). Secondly, archaeological evidence can
only provide a lower bound of settlement, rather than the exact time, as we could never be
certain that we have found the earliest evidence that marks human presence.

4.2

Uncertainty with hypothesis test

The correlation test based on MCA coordinates and the Mantel statistical test both have a null
hypothesis that assumes a perfectly mixed population (pan-mixia). Therefore the rejection
of null hypothesis does not imply a long-term regionalism. Instead, it merely supports the
general idea that there is some relationship between geographic location and genetic difference,
rather than the specific idea that all Aboriginal groups remain in discrete geographic location.
For example, if the reality is that there are several groups interacting with their neighbouring
groups, then clearly the overall distribution is not perfectly mixed so the null hypothesis would
18

still be rejected. Yet, this is different from the complete regionalism as declared by the paper.
The rejection of the null hypothesis could not rule out possibilities such as these.

4.3

Insufficient data and the subsequent problems

The sample sizes of both analysis are small, leading to potential misjudgement of the situation.
In particular, the phylogeographic analysis has led to claims about migration yet was based
on merely 76 samples. We can see from Figure 7 that nearly none of the data was originated
along north-western coast. Also, even though the authors declare that there are clear patterns
supporting their theory, in Figure 7 there seems to be many alternative ways to visually divide
the samples. For example one of the haplotype from O2 is found close to eastern coast and can
lead to a theory involving haplogroup O in the eastern migration population. Later, we will
provide a brief analysis on the effectiveness of sample size.

4.4

Potential loopholes in the argument

Many claims in the paper are insufficiently substantiated. In this section we discuss some of
potential loopholes in the paper.
Colonisation of Sahul is around 50 kya
Tobler et al. (2017) argues that the TMRCA (shown with red nodes in Figure 6) serves as a
lower bound for the entry time to Sahul while the basal splits between O, S and N, P and R,
M16 and M42 serve as an upper bound. These two time ranges lead to the idea that the initial
settlement time of Sahul is around 50kya. The latter evidence was based on the assumption
that these lineages (shown with blue nodes in Figure 6) were in the initial population colonising
Sahul. Yet the only evidence used to support this assumption is the presence of basal sister
clades of Melanesian and Aboriginal Austrlain lineages within haplogroups M and P. However
there are still many other possibilities. For example, the population could have arrived in
Australia before the blue nodes and these splits can have happened within Australia. Without
the assumption, estimation of TMRCA essentially can only provide the lower bound as the
archaeological evidence (see Fig. 8). The actual settlement time remains uncertain.
Strong Regionalism
It is acknowledged in the paper that the patterns found in phylogeography can be influenced by
19

Archaeological evidence from Tobler's paper
Other available archaeological evidence
Estimation based on TMRCA with assumption
Estimation based on TMRCA without assumption
-65

-60

-55

-50

-45

Figure 8: Different estimates of settlement time of Australia. The x-axis is the year, measured
in thousands. There is no upper bound for the settlement time without the initial population
assumption. If we accept the other archaeological evidence by Clarkson et al. (2017), then the
settlement time can be traced back to 65kya.
the small sample size, and the two statistical tests should make compensation for this problem.
Yet as discussed above, the null hypothesis for the statistical tests was known to be untrue
under any reasonable scenarios for the demographic history of Australia so the small p-values
have little information. We will address this more in the next section. Furthermore, it should
be noted that even if the analysis on phylogeography accurately portrays the real situation,
it cannot support any claims about movement with certainty. The phylogeography can only
reveal the information about gene flow in the past, rather than movement in general; indeed,
there could have been large-scale movement of the population that is without much gene flow
between different populations. Also, the mtDNA is only maternal inherited, so analysis based
on it will potentially overlook movements initiated by males.
Migration pattern
The uncertainty in the settlement of Sahul leads to the uncertainty of migration pattern. Prevalent archaeological evidences of human presence before 45kya indicate the lower bound of migration completion. The idea of isolated haplogroups and the corresponding TMRCA also
agree with the lower bound. However as now the settlement time becomes unclear, the start of
migration within Australia becomes uncertain, and thus whether the migration was completed
rapidly remains in question.
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5
5.1

Evaluation of the methods in Tobler et al. (2017)
Phylogenetic Tree

Since many conclusions were based on Fig. 6, it will be interesting to reproduce the tree and
investigate how sensitive the tree features are to parameter changes.
5.1.1

Data

Dr Tobler has kindly provided the fasta file with 123 haplotype samples used in their analysis.
The samples were already aligned to ancestral reference (RSRS), had its indels removed so the
positions are concordant.
5.1.2

Methods

We have repeated the BEAST analysis with almost the same parameter choices as Tobler et al.
(2017). The parameter choices are specified in BEAUti (see Table 4). In Tobler et al. (2017),
there is an additional log-normal prior distribution assigned to a historic sequence hap97, with
mean = 1250 and s.d. = 0.7. This rate is calculated based on (500, 3000), an 95% confidence
interval described in Heupink et al. (2016). However when we try to include this information
into the prior setting, an error occurred. After checking the values, it seems 0.7 refers to
standard deviation of the corresponding normal distribution. Yet with such modification, we
get the 95% confidence interval to be around (250, 3900), different to the one described in
Heupink et al. (2016). Therefore we have removed the prior distribution for hap97 in our
analysis, due to the uncertainty involved and the query as to whether it will make a difference
on the phylogeny. Two mutation rates (Fu et al., 2013; Posth et al., 2016) are used in separate
analyses while keeping the other parameters fixed. Each case was tested twice to show the
variability of trees based on the same parameters.
Text in Tobler et al. (2017)

Our Choices on BEAUti
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TN93+G6 model of nucleotide substitution

Sites
Substitution Model: TN93
Site Heterogeneity Model: Gamma
Number of Gamma Categories: 6

GMRF skyride model was used

Trees
Tree Prior: Coalescent: GMRF Bayesian
Skyride

A relaxed uncorrelated lognormal clock

Clocks
Clock Type: Uncorrelated relaxed clock
Relaxed Distribution: Lognormal

Monophyly was constrained for all major Taxa
haplogroups and the ancient sequence hap97 Add Taxa set
was given a tip date log-normal prior distri- mono to all: include all taxa, tick mono
bution with a mean of 1,250 years and a stan- Ignored the prior restriction for hap97 and
treated it as a normal haplotype

dard deviation of 0.7

Two mutation rates with normally dis- Priors
tributed priors were applied, using the values Ucld.mean
from Fu et al. (2013) (mean = 2.67 × 10−8

Prior Distribution: Fixed Value

substitutions per site per year, s.d.

Initial Value: 2.67E-8, 2.74E-8 in two runs /

=

2.6 × 10−9 ) and from Posth et al. (2016) Ucld.stdev
(mean = 2.74 × 10−8 substitutions per site

Prior Distribution: Fixed Value

per year, s.d. = 2 × 10−9 .

Initial Value: 2.6E-9, 2E-9 in two runs

Table 4: Parameter choices in BEAUti based on Tobler
et al. (2017). The first column contains words extracted
from Tobler et al. (2017) that describes the BEAST parameter choices, while the second column records our decision in each tab section based on our interpretation.
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5.1.3

Results

Each xml file, containing the aligned genome data and the prior choices, was run by BEAST
v1.8.4 on a MacBook Air with processor 1.4 Ghz Intel Core i5. The program terminates
after 20, 000, 000 steps, in concordance to Tobler et al. (2017). However, while the ESS of
most parameters is greater than 200, the ESS of TMRCA in all tested cases is only around
100. Similarly we treated the first 10% of steps, i.e 2, 000, 000 states, as the burn-in states in
TreeAnnotator. The optimal tree is found and FigTree v1.4.3 is used to visualise the result
(see Figure 9 for the case with no prior distribution for hap97 and the mutation rate from
Posth et al. (2016)). We have compared our tree to the extended Fig. 2 of Tobler et al. (2017)
and found the structure and the clustering of haplotypes of the two trees to be similar. There
are two groups of Australian-only haplotypes that are identified by Tobler et al. (2017). In
our result we labelled them as P1 and P2 arbitrarily since the haplotypes contained in each
group are variable among each run and thus it is hard to name the groups according to the
belonging tips. We then aimed to find the corresponding red nodes that mark the Australianonly haplogroups, as shown in Fig. Figures 10 and 11. We conducted similar analysis on other
trees and obtained the required 95% intervals in Table. 5.
5.1.4

Discussion

From our phylogenetic trees and Table 5, it is clear that trees generated are not stable. The
topology of trees generated with the same parameters can be different. For example, in Figure 11, one of the Australian haplogroups within haplogroup P seems to be much earlier than
the corresponding group in Figure 10. In Figure 11 this haplogroup is found to be more related
to Melanessian haplotypes instead of some other Australian haplotypes within haologroup P,
and thus pushes the required interval forward. Although from Figure 9 we can see that the posterior value on the corresponding node is very low, justifying such variation, it should be noted
that the trees are very unstable and can change drastically each time. Indeed, the randomness
caused by each run might be higher than changing the parameter specification, since Figure 11
still provides similar heights to the result of Tobler et al. (2017) despite difference in prior
distribution of hap97. This instability is unexpected since it is not an issue addressed in Tobler
et al. (2017). However, it is understandable since the mtDNA only has about 16 thousand base
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Figure 9: The phylogenetic tree provided by BEAST. This is first tree generated based on
mutation rate described in Posth et al. (2016) and with no prior distribution assigned to hap97.
The values on the nodes are the posterior probabilities of the nodes in the target tree. The grey
coloured taxa are from the Melanesian population while the other coloured groups correspond
to different haplogroups of Aboriginal Australians. Orange represents haplogroup M, blue
represents haplogroup P, clover represents haplogroup O, pink represents haplogroup S, maroon
represents haplogroup R and purple represents haplogroup N and green represents haplogroup
Q.
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Figure 10: This is the same phylogenetic tree as Figure 9. However the value on the node shows
the 95% highest posterior density of height, rather than the posterior probability.
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hap74_Aust_other_P4b_0
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hap21_Aust_O2g_0
[34112.11,49336.9]
[19692.26,35255.03]
hap69_Aust_other_O_0
[1219.3,8576.29]
hap4_Aust_O2h_0
hap2_Aust_O2f_0
[25061.25,41219.68]
[1395.1,8024.18]
hap54_Aust_O2b_0
[42.77,4126.66]
hap50_Aust_O2b1_0
[3984.05,12454.93] hap53_Aust_O2e_0
[329.03,5615.97]
hap51_Aust_O2d_0
[2577.92,8649.82]
hap6_Aust_O2c_0
[44911.68,56108.17]
[1575.45,7414.11]
hap7_Aust_O2a_0
[642.11,5940.58]
hap52_Aust_O2x_0
[135.03,4592.1]
hap1_Aust_O2_0
hap92_Aust_other_N13_0
[15731.53,32273.23]
hap55_Aust_other_N13_0
hap76_Aust_other_S3_0
[319.39,6505.61]
hap77_Aust_other_S3_0
hap72_Aust_other_S4_0
[43017.17,54435.94]
hap34_Aust_S6b_0
[1294.36,9658.92]
[33215.34,46878.08]
hap38_Aust_S6a_0
hap97_Aust_other_S2_500to3000
[31231,46441.61]
[8704.94,23305.64]
[39710.23,51326.88]
hap45_Aust_S2a1_0
hap19_Aust_S2a2_0
[22678.58,36220.6]
[9350.96,22822.75]
hap60_Aust_other_S2_0
hap71_Aust_other_S2_0
[19168.85,31284.99]
[9287.25,22558.47]
hap61_Aust_other_S2_0
[16033.31,27454.95]
[38121.54,49373.44]
hap33_Aust_S2b3_0
[13140.58,23886.38]
hap57_Aust_other_S2_0
[11123.37,21356.33]
hap70_Aust_other_S2_0
[6529.42,15843.39]
hap43_Aust_S2b2_0
hap95_Aust_other_S5_0
hap40_Aust_S1d_0
[0.06,3417.51]
hap41_Aust_S1c_0
hap58_Aust_other_S1_0
[34792.65,47421.85][25824.6,41375.43]
[129.98,6940.54]
hap78_Aust_other_S_0
[11202.3,24402.19]
hap28_Aust_S1b1a_0
[5690.55,16622.83]
hap26_Aust_S1b1a_0
[31309.59,44931.21]
hap80_Aust_other_N14_0
[9959.57,22786.24]
hap56_Aust_other_S1a_0
[378.31,8152.16]
hap8_Aust_S1a1_0
[16008.68,31650.16]
hap84_Aust_other_S1a_0
[11439.25,22594.77]
hap83_Aust_other_S1a_0
[5479.8,15577.96]
hap42_Aust_S1a2_0
[849.06,6539.61]
hap36_Aust_S1a2_0
[379.92,4662.62]
hap35_Aust_S1a2_0
[37577.75,52365.19]
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Figure 11: The phylogenetic tree provided by BEAST. This was generated under the same
prior choices as Figure 10, in order to show the variation of the result.
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Australian-only

Tobler

haplogroup

(2017)

with mutation rate 1

with mutation rate 2

M

[35.4, 56.6]

[41.0, 52.6]

[36.9, 48.5]

[38.4, 51.4]

[37.9, 49.0]

[37.0, 51.1]

[36.1, 49.9]

[37.1, 51.4]

[35.0, 40.3]

[27.7, 41.6]

[39.4, 49.9]

[28.1, 42.5]

[26.9, 40.8]

[34.5, 49.8]

[34.1, 48.8]

[35.4, 50.6]

[34.1, 49.3]

[40.4, 51.9]

[39.5, 51.0]

[40.9, 53.0]

[39.7, 51.3]

P1

P2

O

et

[33.6, 55.9]

[36.1, 56.1]

[31.6, 61.3]

S

[36.9, 58.6]

al. No prior for hap97

No prior for hap97

Table 5: 95% highest posterior density of TMRCA for Australian-only haplogroups. The numbers in P1 and P2 are chosen arbitrarily, denoting two clusterings of Australian only haplotypes
within haplogroup P. Red coloured intervals represent those substantially differ from the result
of Tobler et al. (2017).
pairs and contains limited information compared to the whole genome. In addition, inference
of phylogenetic tree is intrinsically difficult. The fact that the estimation of a long history was
based on a low mutation rate can lead to large uncertainty and thus variation in each run. It is
also important to note that, differing from Tobler et al. (2017), our result show an insufficiency
of sampling with ESS of TMRCA below 200 after 20, 000, 000 states. It suggests that the states
generated are very dependent and the equivalent number of independent samples is low, which
is consistent with the variation shown in the result.

5.2

Phylogeographical Analysis

We have conducted two tests to evaluate the phylogeographical results of Tobler et al. (2017).
As discussed earlier, there are two potential problems with the phylogeographical test. Firstly
it only involves a small sample size of 76 samples and secondly the rejection of null hypothesis is
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not very informative. In this section we will support our judgement qualitatively by performing
a simple simulation to demonstrate this idea. Moreover, we will repeat the Mantel test in a
different way.
5.2.1

Simple simulation on sample size

Tobler et al. (2017) made the claims that the migration was completed in two separate routes.
One group (haplogroups P, S and M) moved along the east coast while the other (haplogroups
O and R) travelled along the west coast. Looking at the haplogroup information of the 76
samples tested, we find there are 48 samples from haplogroups P, S and M, and 28 samples
from haplogroups O and R. If we accept the conclusion of Tobler et al. (2017) that these two
groups have been genetically separated ever since their migration, we can assume they are
population samples of two geographical regions that are genetically isolated. We would like to
know whether the sample size is sufficient to give a conclusive statement about the distributions
of the two proposed populations, which can be tested via binomial distribution.
Denote the population in the eastern region as P OP1 with a sample size of 48 and the population
in the western region as P OP2 with a sample size of 28. Let HAP1 the union of haplogroups
P, S and M so P r(HAP1 ) denote the probability of choosing a person from haplogroups P,
S or M in a population. Let HAP2 the union of haplogroups O and R so P r(HAP2 ) denote
the probability of choosing a person from haplogroups O or R in a population. We accept the
argument of Tobler et al. (2017) that that all samples from P OP1 are elements of HAP1 , and
all samples from P OP2 are elements of HAP2 and test the likelihood of such event with various
possibilities of P r(HAP2 |P OP1 ) and P r(HAP1 |P OP2 ), i.e, the frequencies of obtaining such
outcomes when population mixing did occur. Since a sample is either from HAP1 or HAP2 , we
conducted a binomial simulation in each population. The simulation was run in Rstudio (see
code in appendix) and 1000 trials were performed for each case (see Figure 12).
In both cases, p = 0.05 and p = 0.10 are tested as the hypothetical percentages of the other
population, while the case of pan-mixia is also tested. Even though the sample size is large
enough to reject the pan-mixia hypothesis at a significant level, it is likely to obtain 0 sample
from the alternative haplogroups (0 is within the 95% confidence interval) when the mixing
rate is lower.
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Indeed we can calculate the required sample size to reject a 10% mixing rate hypothesis through
calculating its 95% right sided confidence interval:
Since binomial distribution is discrete, this is equivalent to evaluate

n
0



· (p)0 · (1 − p)n ≤ 0.05,

where p is the mixing rate of the minor population in the sample. By setting p = 0.1, we
obtained n ≥ 69, larger than the sample size in Tobler et al. (2017). With a small sample
size, it is very likely that the obtained samples do not reflect the whole picture of population
structure.
5.2.2

Data

Dr Tobler has kindly provided an excel file with 76 haplotype IDs and their corresponding
geographical locations, expressed in latitude and longitude. We also used three phylogenetic
trees generated with mutation rate from Fu et al. (2013), of which two are generated by us and
one received from Tobler.
5.2.3

Method

A Mantel test is conducted through RStudio (see Code Appendix). Pairwise genetic and
geographic distances between haplotypes were calculated and used as the inputs for Mantel
Test. For each pair of haplotypes, the genetic distance is defined as time to the common
ancestor, and the geographic distance is defined as the Euclidean distance calculated from the
latitude and longitude information. Since there are difference in labels in the fasta and excel
file, the two values were matched based on the ID number of the labels, rather than the whole
labels. Package geosphere is used to calculate the geographic distance and just as Tobler et al.
(2017), package vegan is used to conduct the Mantel test. The vegan package uses permutation
test for null hypothesis by default, which is equivalent to resampling from the data randomly
with replacement. 105 permutations were used for null hypothesis and Spearman correlation
coefficient is computed as described in Tobler et al. (2017).
5.2.4

Result

Mantel test was run by RStudio version 1.1.383 on a MacBook Air with processor 1.4 Ghz
Intel Core i5. Different tests were conducted for the whole dataset with 76 samples and for
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Figure 12: The binomial simulation for two population sizes. 1000 trials are run for each
mixing rates p, and the distributions are shown in different colours. The green distribution is
constructed based on the mixing rate obtained from pan-mixia assumption. The pink and blue
distributions are based on hypothetical mixing rates p=0.05 and p=0.10.
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haplogroups M, O, P (including P5 and P4b1 separately), and S, following the categories of
Tobler et al. (2017). It should be noted that none of the 76 samples are from haplogroup R
and M16. For each case, three tests were performed based on genetic distance from different
phylogenetic trees, all using Fu et al. (2013)’s rate. Of them, two are the phylogenetic trees
obtained by us using parameters described in Table 4 except no prior distribution assigned to
hap97, and one is the result we received from Tobler based on parameters in Table 4. We have
listed all the resulted Spearman’s correlation coefficients in Table 6. While running the test for
haplogroup P5 and M, message ‘nperm’ > = set of all permutations: complete enumeration.
appeared, suggesting small sample size.
Haplogroup

O

S

M

P

P5

P4b1

all

Our 1st tree

0.4753

0.05431

0.2566

0.6337

0.802

0.2942

0.3667

(0.0009)

(0.1864)

(0.0815)

(1 × 10−5 ) 0.1

(0.0260)

(1 × 10−5 )

0.5345

0.1679

0.1555

0.6348

0.3248

0.3821

(0.0002)

(0.0194)

(0.1390)

(1 × 10−5 ) (0.2333)

(0.0188)

(1 × 10−5 )

0.4074

0.1211

0.06697

0.5198

0.3336

0.3619

(0.0041)

(0.0472)

(0.3015)

(7 × 10−5 ) (0.2333)

(0.0206)

(1 × 10−6 )

Results from

0.3352

0.2695

0.3273

0.4488

-0.0869

0.2827

Tobler et al.

(0.0176)

(0.0374)

(0.0953)

(3 × 10−6 ) (0.3750)

(0.6008)

(7 × 10−5 )

Our 2nd tree

Tobler’s tree

0.2536

0.2536

0.1152

Table 6: The result of Mantel tests for all dataset and separate haplogroups. Pairwise genetic
distances were obtained by calculating time to common ancestor between two haplotypes and
geographic distances were defined as the Euclidean distance based on geographical coordinates.
The values in the brackets below are p-value based on the null hypothesis of pan-mixia.

5.2.5

Discussion

We defined the genetic distance between haplotypes as time to common ancestors from phylogenetic tree rather than the distance between MCA coordinates because the former has reflected
all of our knowledge about priors and thus seems to be a more intuitive choice. Also, it is
important to know how much variation will be created by changing the genetic inputs.
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The results are similar in general except haplogroup P5 and M have demonstrated a large variation in the correlation values, possibly due to the small sample sizes, and unlike our result,
the coefficient for haplogroup P4b1 from Tobler et al. (2017) is slightly negative, suggesting a
monotonic decreasing relationship.
Yet it is clear all the coefficients are relatively low. Excluding these highly variable cases,
the only correlation coefficient that is higher than 0.5 are from haplogroup P, leading to low
credibility of the clustering theory. Furthermore, as discussed before, the p-values convey little
information.

6

Future research

In this project, we have examined the arguments of Tobler et al. (2017) and questioned them
from both qualitative and quantitative aspects. In the qualitative side, we found that at this
stage we can only make judgement about the lower bound of settlement and pointed out the
potential loopholes in the migration pattern claim. Through further quantitative analysis, we
discovered that we lacked enough evidence to suggest any phylogeographic pattern due to small
sample sizes and low correlation coefficient values.
We have computed various phylogenetic trees and repeated the Mantel test based on the selection of parameters from Tobler et al. (2017). For the former, we have found that the tree can
be highly variable, while for the latter, we found that better models need to be build.
Therefore, for future research, it is important to expand the dataset so that the tree become less
affected by randomness. Also, new models about phylogeographic model should be suggested
and tested, so that a higher correlation coefficient can be obtained.

7

Code Appendix

The following code is used to run the binomial simulation.
1

#In t h i s s e c t i o n , we p l o t t h e g r a p h s t o show s i m u l a t i o n s based on d i f f e r e n t
binomial d i s t r i b u t i o n
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l i b r a r y ( arm )
3

x1=rbinom ( 1 0 0 0 0 , 4 8 , 0 . 1 )
x2=rbinom ( 1 0 0 0 0 , 4 8 , 0 . 0 5 )

5

p l o t ( 0 , 0 , type=”n” , xlim=c ( 0 , 1 0 ) , ylim=c ( 0 , 5 0 0 0 ) )
h i s t ( x1 , c o l=” g r e e n ” , d e n s i t y =10 , add=TRUE)

7

h i s t ( x2 , c o l=” r e d ” , d e n s i t y =10 , add=TRUE)

The following code is used to conduct Mantel Test. In this case, the code that uses haplogroup M as the object of analysis is chosen and serves as a general example.
1

#l o a d t h e r e q u i r e d p a c k a g e s and d e f i n e c o n s t a n t s
l i b r a r y ( ape )

3

l i b r a r y ( OutbreakTools )
l i b r a r y ( readr )

5

l i b r a r y ( geosphere )
l i b r a r y ( vegan )

7

9

#Import and D e f i n e t h e r e q u i r e d data ; m o t i f y t h e l a b e l s f o r matching l a t e r on
T o b l e r t r e e <− r e a d . a n n o t a t e d . nexus ( ” T o b l e r 97 NoPrior Clock1 Annotated 2 . t r e e s ” )

11

a <− T o b l e r t r e e [ [ ” t i p . l a b e l ” ] ]
new t i p <− s u b s t r ( a , 1 , 6 )

13

T o b l e r t r e e $ t i p . l a b e l <− new t i p

15

Geo imported <− r e a d . c s v ( ”Geo data . c s v ” , h e a d e r=TRUE)
Geo import <− s u b s e t ( Geo imported , Haplotype == ”M42” | Haplotype == ”M42a” )

17

TOTAL DATA=nrow ( Geo import )

19

Geo l a b e l s <− data . frame ( number =(1:TOTAL DATA) ,BEAST=s u b s t r ( Geo import $BEAST
labels ,1 ,6) )
Geo c o o r d i n a t e s <− data . frame ( l o n g=Geo import $ Longitude , l a t=Geo import $ L a t i t u d e )

21

#C a l c u l a t e t h e g e o g r a p h i c d i s t a n c e between each sample , t o t a l number o f
d i s t a n c e s s h o u l d be 72 c h o o s e 2 = 2850
23

l i n e <− 1
p1 <− c ( )

33

25

p2 <− c ( )
Geo d i s t <− matrix ( 0 ,TOTAL DATA,TOTAL DATA)

27

f o r ( i i n 1 : (TOTAL DATA−1) ) {
f o r ( j i n ( i +1) :TOTAL DATA) {
p1 [ l i n e ] <− i

29

p2 [ l i n e ] <− j
Geo d i s t [ i , j ] <− d i s t G e o ( Geo c o o r d i n a t e s [ i , ] , Geo c o o r d i n a t e s [ j , ] )

31

Geo d i s t [ j , i ] <− Geo d i s t [ i , j ]
l i n e=l i n e +1

33

}
35

}

37

#C a l c u l a t e t h e g e n e t i c d i s t a n c e by t h e s e p a r a t i o n o f t i p s from t h e BEAST output
#E x t r a c t t h e r e q u i r e d d i s t a n c e s based on t h e g e o g r a p h i c i n d e x

39

Tree d i s t <− c o p h e n e t i c ( T o b l e r t r e e )
row <− Geo l a b e l s $BEAST[ match ( p1 , Geo l a b e l s $number ) ]

41

c o l <− Geo l a b e l s $BEAST[ match ( p2 , Geo l a b e l s $number ) ]

43

r u n s <− l e n g t h ( p1 )
Gene d i s t <− matrix ( 0 ,TOTAL DATA,TOTAL DATA)

45

f o r (w i n 1 : r u n s ) {
t h i s row <− row [ w ]
t h i s c o l <− c o l [ w ]

47

Gene d i s t [ p1 [ w ] , p2 [ w ] ] <− Tree d i s t [ a s . c h a r a c t e r ( t h i s row ) , a s . c h a r a c t e r ( t h i s
col ) ]
Gene d i s t [ p2 [ w ] , p1 [ w ] ] <− Gene d i s t [ p1 [ w ] , p2 [ w ] ]

49

}
51

#Conduct Mantel t e s t by c a l c u l a t i n g t h e spearman c o r r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t
53

M t e s t=mantel ( Gene d i s t , Geo d i s t , method=” spearman ” , p e r m u t a t i o n =10ˆ5)
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